Abstract: In this paper, a modified disturbance observer (DOB) for fast steering mirror (FSM) optical system based on a charge-coupled device (CCD) and inertial sensors is proposed. Combining a DOB with the classical cascaded multiloop feedback control, including position loop, velocity loop, and acceleration loop, that the disturbance suppression performance of line-of-sight in an FSM system can be significant improved. However, due to the quadratic differential in the FSM acceleration open-loop response, in fact, it is very difficult to realize an integral algorithm to compensate a quadratic differential in practical application. Thus, the conventional DOB controller has to be simplified further to make a concession, which eventuates in still insufficient disturbance compensation, particularly at low frequency. To solve this problem, an enhanced DOB control structure, which changes the compensation plant to be the acceleration open-loop and avoids the saturation of double integration skillfully, is proposed. The recommended method optimizes the controller design, which is conducive to controller fulfillment in practical systems. A series of comparative experimental results demonstrate that the disturbance suppression performance of the FSM control system can be effectively improved by the proposed approach.
Introduction
Fast steering mirrors (FSMs) are extensively applied in optical fine tracking control systems, such as for adaptive optics, long-distance laser communication, line-of-sight (LOS) stabilization, which are increasingly mounted on spacecraft, airplanes, vehicles, and other moving platforms [1] - [3] . Customarily, a dual closed-loop control implemented by a charge-coupled device (CCD) and rate sensors is generally utilized to stabilize LOS [4] , [5] . High closed-loop bandwidth facilitates better closed-loop performance. However, due to the limited sampling frequency, time delay and mechanical resonance, the control bandwidth of FSM system is greatly restricted, resulting in ineffectiveness disturbance suppression performance [6] , [7] . Several design methods have been recommended to achieve high tracking performance such as Smith predictor control [8] , adaptive feedback control [9] and multi-loop feedback control [10] . Among them, in practical applications, the multi-loop feedback control (MFC) based on acceleration measurement is considered to be one of the most popular and effective control method to the FSM system [10] , [11] . Over the past few years, the key challenge of MFC fulfillment in FSM system has been how to design the acceleration controller to avoid the saturation of double integration. Some researchers have come up with a series of perfect solutions, which has been used in practical engineering successfully to improve the tracking performance [10] , [12] . However, the error rejection ability of FSM system is still not adequate when suffering some uncertain disturbance.
A disturbance observer (DOB), which was proposed by Ohnishi et al. has been used in several motion control applications, e.g., robotics, industrial automation, and automotive, due to its simplicity and efficiency [13] - [15] . In motion control, DOB can estimate and compensate the external disturbance and system uncertainties, which could significantly improve the robustness. Mostly, the DOB is constructed in the position loop or velocity loop based on the encoder or rate sensors to achieve fast step responses with external disturbance [16] - [19] . Since it is hard to obtain the acceleration response by the second order derivative of position response in the conventional disturbance observer, an acceleration sensor is utilized for the enlargement of bandwidth in industry applications [20] - [23] . Generally, the bandwidth of accelerometers now can reach to more than 1 kHz [30] , [31] , by which a much higher accuracy mathematical model of the system can be achieved [21] . Thus, it is quite conducive to introduce DOB into the classical MFC in FSM control systems, because the performance of DOB mostly depends on the mathematical model of the controlled plant [24] . In [24] , the disturbance suppression of FSM system has been improved heavily by the combination of DOB and MFC, particularly at medium frequency. However, it almost has no effect at low frequency. The reason is that in order to ensure the stability of system, the compensation effort of the double integration at low frequency in DOB controller has been totally neglected [24] . So, as a result of the controller design and the passive disturbance suppression characteristics of the FSM platform, the DOB can only improve the stabilization ability at medium frequency. Nevertheless, the disturbance rejection of LOS at low frequency is critical for the FSM system, because most outer disturbances are mainly concentrated in low and medium frequency.
In this paper, an enhanced disturbance observer (EDOB) constructed in acceleration feedback control (AFC), jerk feedforward control essentially, is proposed. The compensating node of DOB controller has been moved before the acceleration closed loop, which changes the compensation plant to be the acceleration open-loop and avoids the saturation of double integration skillfully. Both low and medium frequency disturbance have been taken into consideration in the proposed method; thereby it has stronger disturbance rejection ability when compared with the conventional DOB [24] . The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a detailed introduction to the DOB and EDOB. Section 3 introduces the theory analysis of EDOB. Section 4 sets up experiments on FSM system to verify the theory analysis. A discussion of the proposed method is shown in Section 5. Finally, this paper ends with the conclusion given in the last section.
DOB and EDOB

AFC With DOB
The AFC with DOB control structure is shown in Fig. 1 [24] . Where G a (s) is the acceleration openloop transfer object, C a (s) is the acceleration controller, θ d is the outer disturbance angle,G a (s) is the approximate model of the controlled plant, which can be obtained by fitting the measured transfer model, C f (s) is the DOB controller.
The DOB estimates external disturbances and system uncertainties such as external load, friction, inertia variation, and so on. The robustness of the system is achieved by feeding-back the estimated disturbances as shown in Fig. 1 [25] . The closed-loop acceleration is given as After substitution, it is easy to get the transfer function of the improved AFC structure as follows:
With DOB constructed in the AFC inner loop, the disturbance torque suppression of system has been improved as (3) . If the DOB controller C f (s) is designed to be the inverse of the approximate model of the controlled plant as C f =G −1 a , a zero disturbance torque remain will be achieved in theory.
The FSM acceleration open-loop response mathematic model can be expressed as follows [1] , [12] , [26] , [27] .
The actuators used in the FSM control system are voice coil motors, which have a good linear characteristic [28] ; and usually, the bandwidth of accelerometers can exceeds 1 kHz, it is easy to obtain a high accuracy acceleration response of FSM by spectral analyzer [11] , [24] . Thus, we can getG a (s) ≈ G a (s). Spontaneously, the ideal DOB controller of FSM system can be presented as follows:
As shown in (5), however, the ideal DOB controller is nearly impossible to be fulfilled in practical engineering due to the double integration, which can make the controller submerge in the noises and then become saturated. In more detail, the double integration militates against the performance mostly at low frequency; while at medium and high frequency, the controller can be regarded as a proportion controller due to the second-order element. Therefore, in this case, in order to keep the stability of system, the effort of DOB at low frequency has been totally abandoned, resulting in the only improvement at medium frequency, which has been detailed in my previous work [24] . Thus, it is quite necessary to make further improvements of the DOB disturbance rejection ability at low frequency. 
AFC With EDOB
The enhanced disturbance observer control structure is shown in Fig. 2 . The compensating node of EDOB controller has been moved before the acceleration closed loop, which has changed the closed transfer function mostly. The closed-loop acceleration is given as
As the u is a substitutable factor, after substitution (6), it is easy to get
Therefore
The disturbance torque suppression performance of AFC-EDOB has been changed totally, which can be expressed as
Therefore, the design of the disturbance compensation controller C f (s) depends on the product of acceleration controller and the approximate model of plant.
Controller Design and Performance Analysis
According to the previous analysisG a (s) ≈ G a (s), especially at low and medium frequency, it is clear that
and therefore, the denominators of T A F C−D O B and T A F C−E D O B are almost equal, moreover, the denominators show the stability of system which means the introduction of DOB or EDOB method has almost little effect to the stability of system. In this case, from (10), a zero disturbance torque remain will be achieved in theory if the disturbance compensation controller C f is designed to be an ideal controller as follows:
As shown in Fig. 1 , C aG a can represent the acceleration open-loop of the inner AFC without DOB and the acceleration controller C a is usually designed as a lag controller [10] , [11] . Thus, the open-loop transfer function is expressed as follows:
In (14), T e s + 1 is used to compensate the phase lag in the FSM acceleration open-loop response G a and the 1/(T 1 s + 1) is used to be a low-pass filter with small time constant. The designed value of T 1 should be smaller than 0.01; otherwise, the bandwidth of the control system will be too low. The open-loop natural frequency of FSM n is approximately between several Hz to tens of Hz, and the damping factor ξ is much smaller than 1 [1] , [27] . As the EDOB controller C f is the inverse of acceleration open-loop, at the same time, the EDOB controller is designed in (15) to ensure the reliability of the controller
where K f = 1/K a K and 1/(T f s + 1) is used to filter the high-frequency noise with small time constant as T 1 . Fig. 3 depicts the simulation of the controller design comparison between the DOB and EDOB in frequency domain. Because of the integration in numerator, the EDOB decreases in a slope to −20 dB at low frequency. However, it rises in a slope to 20 dB at medium frequency and remains constant at high frequency due to the second-order element. Fortunately, the ideal EDOB controller can be easily fulfilled in practical engineering. Obviously, differing from DOB, the disturbance compensation at low frequency has been under consideration in the EDOB controller, and it takes good advantage of the introduction of C a (s), by which, the quadratic differential in controlled plant has been mostly compensated, resulting in a wieldy controller model. In fact, the acceleration controller C a (s) is not the ideal controller as the inverse of plant G a (s), which makes the acceleration open-loop model not a perfect integration at the whole frequency, in other words, the EDOB controller should have been a pure differential in theory if everything is ideal. As shown in Fig. 3 , the controller performs imperfect differential characteristic at medium frequency, thus the output of EDOB controller is the disturbances jerk essentially, which can be regarded as jerk forward control. Substituting (14) and (15) into (16) , the disturbance rejection transfer function of AFC-EDOB is presented as follows:
As both of the T 1 and T f are much smaller than 1, the element of second-order can be abandoned. Therefore, the disturbance rejection transfer function of AFC-EDOB has been changed into a high pass filter, which is depicted in Fig. 4 .
The simulation demonstrates that the disturbance rejection at low and medium frequency could be greatly improved by the proposed method, which means the system will suffer less influence from the outer disturbance and the remainder error of LOS reduces further. But in practical engineering, the compensation ability of DOB and EDOB at high frequency is hard to be enhanced because of the limited bandwidth and the sensors' noise; thus, usually, the disturbance rejection at high frequency depends on the mechanical design.
With EDOB, the sensitivity function of FSM is shown as (17) . According to the previous demonstration, we can easily obtain S A F C−E D O B < S A F C−D O B if the EDOB controller is designed as (15) , which means the new control structure of EDOB can also improve the robustness of the FSM system [10] , [24] . 
Experimental Verification
The FSM control system is a two-axis system. This experiment aims at one axis due to the symmetry of the two axes [11] . As shown in Fig. 5 , an apparatus constructed by two superimposed FSM systems is used to verify the previous analysis. One is used to stabilize the LOS, the other is used to simulate disturbance. The stabilized platform is mounted on the disturbance platform and the laser light is fastened on the top of stabilized platform directly as reference of the LOS [24] . Both of the platforms are driven by the voice coil motors. Two linear accelerometers and one gyroscope are set on the stabilized platform to measure the angular acceleration and angular velocity, respectively. On the disturbance platform, the eddy sensors are used to measure the disturbance angle of the platform. Finally, the CCD is used to obtain the stabilization error directly. In the experiment, all of the inertial sensors and the disturbance eddies are sampled at the sampling rate of 5000 Hz, moreover, the CCD has only 100 Hz working frequency and 20 ms (2 frames) time delay. As shown in Fig. 6 , the opened loop characteristic of FSM acceleration response measured by spectral analyzer from 1 Hz to 1000 Hz. Because of the high bandwidth of the accelerometer, the frequency characteristic of FSM at low and medium frequency can be measured with a very high accuracy, which ensures a high-accuracy model.
By the curve fitting method and transfer function identification, the mathematic transfer function model of the FSM acceleration response can be obtained as (18) . It is obvious that open loop natural frequency of FSM n is about 6 Hz and the damping factor ξ is about 0.358. According to the previous analysis, the EDOB controller can be designed as (19) . The element T f which decides the bandwidth of the filter is chosen by the characteristics of the sensors noise.
The total disturbance suppression characteristics of the three methods are shown in Fig. 7 . It is clear to see that the disturbance suppression of system has been improved heavily at low frequency, which verifies the previous analysis.
The residual stabilization errors of three methods are compared in Fig. 8 at different frequency disturbance. It is obvious that residual stabilization errors of AFC-EDOB are much smaller than the other two methods at 1 Hz and 4 Hz, which means the disturbance suppression performance of FSM system has been successfully improved by the proposed method at low frequency as shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b) . In addition, the LOS error decreased by AFC-EDOB is almost equal to that by AFC-DOB at above 8 Hz and 20 Hz as shown in Fig. 8(c) and (d) . However, due to the passive disturbance suppression characteristics of FSM platform, the disturbance effect has been mostly restrained, thus, it is hard to see the improvement at high frequency.
Discussions
In spite of the preceding results shown in Fig. 7 , the rejection ability of EDOB is still restricted by the mechanical resonance of FSM system. Therefore, a better mechanical design contributes to a better rejection performance [29] . Alternatively, due to the limited installation space on the reverse side of the mirror, MEMS accelerometers and gyroscopes are better choice as they have relatively small size, low weight, and low power consumption [30] , [31] .
In addition, this jerk forward like EDOB control structure is also available to the velocity based control. Considering the inner velocity loop, the EDOB control schema is depicted as Fig. 9 , which can be used to upgrade the conventional gyroscopes based system without hardware changes.
Conclusion
In the stabilization FSM control system, the most concerned problem is the disturbance rejection performance. An enhanced disturbance observer (EDOB) control structure is proposed to further improve disturbance suppression ability. The structure of this method is discussed and compared with the traditional DOB method, which has proved its advantages in theory, particularly at low frequency. Because of the differential characteristic in the EDOB controller, this method can be regarded as jerk feedforward control based on disturbance essentially. The recommended method optimizes the controller design, which is conducive to its fulfillment in practical systems. A series of comparative experimental results demonstrate the disturbance suppression performance of the FSM control system can be effectively improved by the proposed approach.
Future work will concentrate on improving the tracking performance of the FSM system on the moving platform, especially at low frequency. Combining with EDOB, the use of advanced Smith predictor method can be used to estimate and compensate CCD delay partly, which will be our next work.
